The director-field configuration of a nematic liquid crystal confined to cylindrical cavities of polycarbonate Nuclepore membranes ranging from 0.3 to 0.05 pm in radius is determined using deuterium nuclear magnetic resonance ( H NMR). Spectral patterns from cavities of radius 0.3 pm reveal the escaped-radial configuration with singular point defects, but as the cylinder size is decreased, the elastic energy imposed by the curvature of the confining walls competes with the anchoring energy to tilt the directors away from their preferred perpendicular anchoring direction, preventing the expected transition to the planar-radial configuration. A surface fitting parameter is directly determined by simulating H-NMR line shapes, and by studying a series of samples with different radii, the molecular-anchoring strength 8'0 and surface elastic constant K24. are extracted.
I. INTRODUCTION The existence of the escaped-radial configuration for a nematic liquid crystal confined in cylindrical cavities with perpendicular boundary conditions was first proposed by Cladis and Kleman [1] and Meyer [2] for cylinder radii larger than -0.1 pm. The escaped-radial director field is planar radial near the cylinder walls, and bends out of the plane to escape along the axis of the cylinder. This has been optically verified in large cylinders of radii 20 -200 pm [2 -4] . The presence of singular point defects along the cylinder axis was also revealed resulting from the fact that two energy-equivalent configurations exist where the direction of bend is changed [3 -7] . It was further predicted that the escaped-radial configuration will revert to the planar-radial configuration with a line disclination at R, -0. 1pm [1, 2] . This configuration was further explored theoretically by Lin, Palffy-Muhoray, and Lee [8] .
Recently, the NMR technique was used to experimentally study these structures confined to submicrometer size cylindrical cavities [9] . H-NMR spectral patterns revealed the escaped-radial configuration with singular point defects present along the cylinder axis in cavities 0.3 pm in radius. These spectra were used to determine the density of singular point defects in the stronganchoring limit. For surfaces to be accessible with H-NMR, a system with a large surface-to-volume ratio must be realized. The cylindrical pores of polycarbonate Nuclepore membranes filled with a nematic liquid crystal exhibit these properties. These systems have been shown to be convenient systems in which to investigate finite-size effects [17] , and have recently been used to study ordering and self-diffusion in the isotropic phase at a solid interface [18] . The intent of this contribution is to extend our earlier studies [9] (2) where K can be either K» or K33 or some average of these elastic constants depending upon the specific director configuration. The NMR spectrometer has a magnetic field of 4.7 T, which produces a coherence length of =1.7 pm (for 4'-pentyl-4-cyanobiphenyl [19] ) significantly larger than the radii of the cylindrical cavities studied here. Therefore the magnetic-field term has no appreciable inhuence on the nematic-director configuration.
It was previously shown that even exaggerated values of the magnetic field (B =26 T) had no effect on the spectral-line-shape calculation for cavities of radius 0.3 pm [9] .
Other authors [1, 2] 
The tilt angle that the director makes with the surface, pR, is given by the relation (valid for o~1)
where p(r) is the angle between the nematic director and the cylinder axis, R is the cylinder radius, and r is the local position in cylindrical coordinates of the nematic director, i.e. , the distance from the cylinder axis. This configuration is called the escaped-radial structure because the molecular orientation, which is planar radial near the walls, bends out of the plane to escape along the cylinder axis into the third dimension. Singular point defects frequently exist in cylindrically confined systems [3 -7,9] , and are of two types, radial and hyperbolic.
They alternate along the axis of the cylinder and result from the fact that two energetically equivalent configurations exist with opposite direction of bend.
To treat the problem more realistically, and to obtain molecular-anchoring-strength information in submicrometer cylindrical cavities, the deviation of the nematic director at the surface must be included to incorporate the competition between elastic and surface anchoring energies. This is done by relaxing the boundary condition at the surface P(R)=~/2 to an initially undeter- Fig. 1 for various [21] employed in polymer dispersed liquidcrystal devices [14] [15] [16] Dividing the time interval (0, t) into equal parts, the FID can be expressed as [23] To illustrate the effect of anchoring strength on the H-N MR spectrum, we consider the escaped-radial configuration presented in Fig. 1 described by Eqs. (4) - (6 [24] with the liquid-crystal compound 4'-pentyl-4-cyanobiphenyl deuterated in the P position of the hydrocarbon chain (5CB-Pd2). The purity of the 5CB-IM2 was measured to be 99.6% using high-pressure liquid chromatography [25] . The Nuclepore membrane is composed of a polycarbonate film with cylindrical pores penetrating through its 10-pm thickness. The pores are well-defined cylinders oriented perpendicular to the surface of the membrane as shown by the scanningelectron-microscope photograph presented in Fig. 4 .
Four pore sizes were used in our studies, 0. Fig. 5 . The quadrupole splittings of the experimental spectra are normalized to the bulk nematic splitting frequency, so the spectral shapes can be compared for all cylinder sizes. This corrects for the effect of diffusion, which slightly shifts the peaks but has no inAuence on the shape of the spectral pattern for these cavity sizes [9] . The largest cavity size studied, R =0.3 iMm, has been analyzed in detail in a previous paper [9] . It was shown that the H-NMR spectral pattern corresponds to the escaped-radial structure with a linear array of singular point defects. For the parallel cylinder orientation there are two peaks (which are separated by -, '5v~) that arise from molecules anchored perpendicular to the surface. The spectral shape at 0& =90' is similar to the cholesteric pattern [30] with director orientation isotropically distributed in the plane of the magnetic field, but with smaller outer peaks in view of the escape along the cylinder axis. Detailed analysis showed that the defects along the cylinder axis must not be neglected. The average distance between the defects was found to be L =(2+0.5)R [9] .
As the cavity radius is decreased, the spectra can reAect some changes in the molecular structure and dynamics as will now be discussed. A continuous transition occurs from a strong-anchoring regime with o.~1 0 to a weak-anchoring regime o.~1 at small radii where the anchoring angle deviates from 90'. Here two defect structures are possible, one with alternating radial and hyperbolic defects as in the strong-anchoring case, and one with only hyperbolic defects [20] . [34] , and exploring the effect of the splay-to-bend ratio on the director configuration [35] . Tangential anchoring conditions are also of interest. In this case the twist constant K~z is expected to be of importance and molecular anchoring becomes more complicated.
